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The Profile

“HMC” (H. Mangaldas & Company) is a vision of a humble man that commenced five decades ago. In the year of 1951
Mr. Parag Sanghavi's forefathers started this company merely as Custom House Agents but with the passage of time
and the earnest desire to strive towards excellence and perfection the company is now one of the largest Custom
House Agent in India providing a complete solution in the area of Custom Clearance to the import-export industries in
India. The Company holds its head office in the pivotal position at Sahar, Andheri (Mumbai) being the largest Air Cargo
divisions of India with a branch office at Nhava Sheva (New Mumbai) which is one of the prime seaports of India.
The Company has now expanded its wings under the leadership of its far sighted CEO Mr. Parag Sanghavi and given it
a new dimension by diversifying and providing additional services like comprehensive door to door relocation services
with a personal touch not only throughout India but throughout the world with the help of correlated offices worldwide.
Today HMC ranks amongst one of the nation's finest and most experienced logistics and supply chain Management
Company. HMC's prime concern is Customer Satisfaction that focuses in increasing your profitability and reducing
risks. With excellence in multi task ability coupled with years of practical experience and knowledge we uphold our
motto to serve our clients with extreme intensity and assurance.
To optimize efficiency for our client's convenience, HMC has diversified its area of expertise into two branches viz.
1. HMC which caters to Custom Clearance & 2. PSN Container Line Pvt. Ltd. : which caters to Sea & Air Freight
Forwarding operations.
Our head office along with our correlated offices worldwide are equipped with the latest amenities that functions its
operation work 24x7 to provide fast and easy solutions to all your logistical needs. All operations are carried out under
strict surveillance taking due care of all precautions & superior quality control added with a personal touch. Our
relentless efforts desire to achieve soaring heights has enabled HMC to execute various challenging logistics
operations with ease.
It would be a privilege to include you amongst our esteemed clientele . A well-made decision never goes unrewarded as
we promise you never to leave any stone unturned in serving you beyond your expectations.

There are reasons to select HMC
Any destination is accessible for HMC
As a smart organization, you know that logistics must be a core
competency in order to compete in the global marketplace. If you do not
have it, you are out of global business, but now you do not need to worry
about establish your own logistics services. Just approach us we are an
organization, formed by a team with a broad range of experience and vision
in all areas of logistics to offer ranging from all the custom clearances to
Sea freight, Airfreight, NVOCC, Transshipment, Warehousing &
Transportation services for world wide destinations. So now, you all need
to concentrate on your manufacturing as well marketing and then for all
logistic solution reach to HMC.

EXPORT

The Seamless Service Solutions
Custom Clearance

“Complete
hassle free documentation”

EXPORT / related services :
Export clearance under various shipping bill (schemes)
Sample
Duty free
Dutiable
Duty drawback
DEEC (Duty Exemption Entitlement Certificate)
EOU (100% EXPORT ORIENTED UNIT)
EPZ
STP
EHTP
RELATED SERVICES :
DEPB(Duty Exemption Pass Book)
EPCG(Export Promotion Capital Goods)
G.R waiver from RBI
DFRC(Duty Free Replenishment Certificate)
Drawback Claims
Warehouse & factory stuffing permissions for export
Re-export
Conversion of shipping bills
Export of prohibited goods
Final assessment
SGS Inspection
DGFT
Certificate of origin
Insurance
Registration, Audit & Verifications
DEEC
DEPB
DFRC
EPGC
EOU

Warehousing
⠠ Cargo is loaded directly at the terminal warehouse and travels in a sealed container
up to the destination terminal.

⠠ Careful handling eliminates loss and damage.
⠠ Warehousing facility at 4 different places around Mumbai, for your convenience …
⠠ Panvel
⠠ Bhiwandi, Thane
⠠ Navi Mumbai
⠠ Mumbai
⠠ Nhava Sheva Custom bonded

Transportation
To integrate your business with market we have a close and well-coordinated network
of Road carriers & Railway
to provide individual as well as comprehensive road services,
ensuring most efficient,
yet cost effective carriers to deliver your goods on time every time

T h e Te a m
Our team comprises of seasoned professionals who are highly
skilled in the field of communication, documentation,
operations management, export packing, transportation,
inventory/supply-chain management and project
management. We value hard work, dedication and integrity in
all tasks at hand . These qualities, combined with up-to-date
knowledge of the past, current and potential logistic issues
place us in the best position to provide you with the most
successful logistics solutions in the Indian market.
Our business associates around the world enable us to weave
a global network that integrates with our promise to deliver your
goods effectively on time every time. Our clientele includes a
broad spectrum of personalities from the business world
ranging from small exporters & importers to large Multinational
Corporations moving major volumes of freight worldwide.

Contact Person :
Mr. Parag Sanghavi
Address :
Garden Bunglow Suite # 2, Church Pakhadi Street # 1,
Sahar Village, Andheri (East) Mumbai- 400 099. Maharashtra - INDIA
Tel : +91 - 22 - 6515 1295 / 96 / 97
+91 - 22 - 2822 0071 / 2820 6799
Fax : +91-22-2820 5546.
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